
 
 

 

WEBelieve Core Class 
8.) Allow time to work on community service initiative 
9.) Praise Circle  
 
➢ Week Six: Driving Change  

Historical Figure of the Week: Audre Lorde 
"When I dare to be powerful, to use my strength in the service of my vision, then it 
becomes less and less important whether I am afraid.” 

1.) Welcome! Question: Who is a teacher that has had the greatest impact on you? Why?  
2.) Introducing Quote of the Day. Do you agree or disagree with the quote? Can anyone guess 
who said it? 
3.) Lesson Plan: Audre Lorde, tie her story into theme.  
4.) Activity: Write a poem inspiring someone to change their life for the better 
5.) Lesson Plan: How can the girls drive change in their communities? Discuss ways to get 
involved politically (calling elected officials, voting, knowing who your representatives are). But 
also, ways to mobilize as activists (boycotts, marches, etc).  
6.) Debate: Is it better to create change from within or fight for change from the outside? Give a 
sample background to guide discussion: Rachel dislikes the criminal justice system. She was 
offered an opportunity to become a lawyer. Should Carol take the position? (Doesn’t have to be 
the example used, feel free to come up with one that connects to some of the discussions you’ve 
been having with your girls throughout the weeks). The important part is half of the room argues 
in favor of while the other side argues against. Give them ~15 minutes to formulate their 
argument and ~10 minutes for debate.  
7.) Activity: Call to Action — break up into groups of three. Create a video on why it’s 
important for girls to drive change in their communities.  
8.) Discuss and plan out Closing Ceremony. Give students informational flyers or slips to take 
home to parents.  
9.) Optional Trip 
10.) Work on Community Service Initiative  
11.) Praise Circle  
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                             WEBelieve Core Class 
➢ Week Seven: The Leader in Me  

Historical Figure of the Week: Carol Moseley Braun  
“Magic lies in challenging what seems impossible” 

1.) Welcome! Question:  You are writing the script for a movie, what genre would it be? Action, 
comedy, horror, romance, science-fiction, drama, etc? 
2.) Introducing Quote of the Day. Do you agree or disagree with the quote? Can anyone guess 
who said it? 
3.) Lesson Plan: Carol Moseley Braun 
4.) Lesson Plan: What makes a good leader? Share with them how the program helped them 
build their leadership skills, implicitly and explicitly? From practicing public speaking to 
working with teams, learning to ask difficult questions, and challenging ideas.  
5.) Activity: In your notebooks, reflect on how you’ve changed from the beginning of the 
program to now. What will you take with you in your future years of schools, whether that be 
seventh, eighth or ninth grade?  
6.) Activity: In your notebook, complete the following phrase: The leader in me ____________. 
For example, “the leader in me is a force to be reckoned with. She is passionate, caring, and 
strong. Despite her fears she perseveres. That is the leader in me.” 
7.) Video Project: Record the girls saying their phrases back to back for a powerful PSA on girls 
leadership.  
8.) Hand out 
9.) Discuss Closing Ceremony 
10.) Work on Community Service Initiative  
11.) Praise Circle & Reflecting on the program. Important the girls know this is not the end, but 
rather the beginning of the role Dare to Dream will play in their lives. Especially for sixth 
graders who can participate for three spring terms.  
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WEBelieve STEM to Beauty 
Ø Week 3: “Are you taking your hair on a pH roller coaster ride?” 
1.) “Good Hair” by Chris Rock 

• Watch majority/full movie to illustrate the hardships African-American women 
go through to beautify their crown and glory by societal standards. 

2.) Class Discussion – Students will have an open discussion talking about striking moments, 
information they have learned, and possible remedies to the conflicts portrayed in the 
movie. 

3.) pH Balance Scale 
• Explain the function and importance of sebum on your scalp 

Ø Hands on Activity: Student will have a chance to experience what sebum 
feels like by using 100% Lanolin. 

• Explain how several women take their hair on pH roller coaster during the 
relaxing or coloring process. I will further explain the damage caused from the 
chemical processes through visuals representation. In addition, we will physically 
represent the process with the life-size hair strand model made in week 1. 

4.) Using pH balance properly for hair care 
• Show and explain good acidifiers to use for closing the hairs cuticle and retaining 

moisture after the hair washing process. 
• Describe how afro-textured hair needs acidifiers in their regimens due to our hair 

being very porous. Keeping the hairs pH in check will close the cuticle and help 
to lock moisture in which will prevent breakage that will ultimately lead to length 
retention for longer, fuller, healthier hair 

 

Ø Week 4: All Things Come from Within 
1.) Quotes of the Day – By Madam C.J. Walker and Maya Angelou 

Ø “Don’t sit and wait for the opportunities to come, get up and make them.” 
Ø  “Pretty women wonder where my secret lies. I'm not cute or built to suit a 

fashion model's size; But when I start to tell them, They think I'm telling   
lies. I say, It's in the reach of my arms; The span of my hips, The stride of 
my step, The curl of my lips. I'm a woman; Phenomenally. Phenomenal 
woman, That's me.” 

Ø “You may shoot me with your words, you may cut me with your eyes, you 
may kill me with your hatefulness, but still, like air, I'll rise!” 
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WEBelieve STEM to Beauty 
2.) DIY Leave- in Conditioner 

• Demonstrate how to make the DIY leave-in conditioner. The leave- in 
conditioner contains all the essential elements for being a great acidifier.  
The leave-in conditioner combines everything that was taught in the 
previous weeks. The conditioner consists of: 

Ø Water 
Ø Aloe vera juice 
Ø BTMS 
Ø Cetyl alcohol 
Ø Jojoba oil 
Ø Olive oil 
Ø Sweet almond oil 
Ø Optiphen ( Preservative) 
Ø Fragrance/ Essential oil 

During the demonstration I will have the projector displaying visual description of each 
ingredient I am adding to make the leave in conditioner, along with the purpose of each 
ingredient 

3.) Product Comparisons 
• I will be comparing the DIY leave- in conditioner with higher- end, store 

bought leave- in conditioner to compare the products ingredients, pH, and 
consistencies to our own creation. 

4.) You Try It! 
• Students will get into groups of two to make their own DIY leave-in 

conditioner. They will be handed a sheet of paper with all the required 
material and instruction to execute the process of making their own 
conditioner successfully. Additionally, I will have the student make 
observational side notes so they will have the ability to go back and look 
at their steps when it is time to analyze their result in the next few weeks. 
Each group will be splitting their large portions in half. 
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